**Thumbpieces & Wrist Inlays**

**First Model Brown Bess Thumbpiece** ................. #In-Thumb-46-B
Thumbpiece inlay for Long Land Brown Bess musket. only. Thread the boss on the rear to accept your 8-32 screw from below the wrist.
#In-Thumb-46-B Brown Bess wrist inlay, brass only $ 9.99

**English Fowling Gun Thumbpiece**.............. #In-Thumb-1-B, I, or S
Thumbpiece inlay, from a 1750 era English fowling gun. Thread the boss on the rear to accept your through-the-wrist mounting screw.
#In-Thumb-1-B English wrist inlay, brass only $15.99
#In-Thumb-1-I English wrist inlay, iron only $13.99
#In-Thumb-1-S English wrist inlay, Sterling silver only $34.99

**Fancy Fusil Fin Thumbpiece** ................................ #In-Thumb-FF-S
Thumbpiece inlay, wax cast Sterling silver. An early French fusil fin wrist inlay, copied from an original French fine fusil. Cast engraving.
#In-Thumb-FF-S Fusil Fin wrist inlay, Sterling silver only $30.99

**French Type 'C' Thumbpiece**.............................. #In-Thumb-C-B
Thumbpiece inlay, wax cast brass. This French design was used on their Type 'C' trade gun, from 1680 to 1730.
#In-Thumb-C-B Type 'C' wrist inlay, brass only $17.99

**French Type 'D' Thumbpiece**.............................. #In-Thumb-D-B
Thumbpiece inlay, wax cast brass. An interesting variation of an early French wrist inlay from a Type 'D' fusil, circa 1730 to 1763.
#In-Thumb-D-B Type 'D' wrist inlay, brass only $10.99

**Fusil Fin Thumbpiece**.................................... #In-Thumb-F-S
Thumbpiece, Sterling silver, copied from an original fusil fin.
#In-Thumb-F-S Fusil wrist inlay, Sterling silver only $30.99

**Oval Wrist Inlay**......................................... #In-Wrist-B or S
A large oval wrist inlay for longrifles and pistols.
#In-Wrist-B Oval wrist inlay, brass only $.85
#In-Wrist-S Oval wrist inlay, silver only $1.10

**Small Shield Thumbpiece Inlay**...................... #In-Shield-1-B or S
Tiny shield shaped thumbpiece inlay for longrifles and pistols.
#In-Shield-1-B Shield wrist inlay, brass only $.85
#In-Shield-1-S Shield wrist inlay, nickel only $1.10

**Badge Shaped Shield Thumbpiece Inlay**........... #In-Shield-2-B or S
Tiny shield shaped thumbpiece inlay for longrifles and pistols.
#In-Shield-2-B Badge shaped wrist inlay, brass only $.85
#In-Shield-2-S Badge shaped wrist inlay, nickel only $1.10

**Lancaster Pennsylvania Thumbpiece**.............. #In-Thumb-DK-B or S
Inlay from a 1760 era Lancaster longrifle attributed to Jacob Dickert. This thumbpiece is slightly asymmetrical to match the original. Shaped with pre-cast engraving. It has a small lug on the back to mount a screw up through the wrist to secure.
#In-Thumb-DK-B Lancaster, PA. wrist inlay, brass only $7.99
#In-Thumb-DK-S Lancaster, PA. wrist inlay, nickel only $7.99

**Fine Silver Inlay Wire**............................... #Inlay-Wire-S
Flat silver inlay wire, 3/32" wide, .010" thick, 36" length, soft, fine silver.
#Inlay-Wire-S silver inlay wire, 36" $19.99